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What Is the Spying Challenge? 
 

The Spying Challenge is an OSINT, social engineering and physical security competition founded in 2016 
by three friends: Mélik Lemariey, Sylvain Hajri and Christophe Baland. This competition involves a 
number of teams of three or four people in a context created from scratch for the needs of the mission. 

It is structured around three phases: OSINT, tracking and physical intrusion. Several challenges are 
offered to competitors, who compete against each other in order to be selected for the next stage. At 
the end of each phase, participants send a detailed report of the information collected and the actions 
taken. The organizers then use these reports to define a team ranking. 
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I . Introduction  
 

In accordance with Mission Order No. 502-NXH-857, the headquarters of the organization "Société 
d'Investigations Spécialisées" recruited 33 teams composed of elite agents to investigate a suspicious 
cryptocurrency fundraising campaign. 

Indeed, some of the investors who participated in this fundraising event expressed doubts about the 
legitimacy of SupremIoT's objectives and asked to obtain as much information as possible about this 
company and its employees. 

Your central office therefore provides you with part of the archives concerning this case (the rest being 
classified content). However, you will find excellent reports from the other teams that clarify some 
points. 

Of course, this VERY CONFIDENTIAL classified file is stamped - double stamped and tries to respect the 
technical terms of the sovereign vocabulary. 

For greater realism and to respect everyone's confidentiality during the surveillance phases, the staff 
refrained from taking photos and allowed themselves to recover some of them in the team’s reports 
in order to best illustrate the tests. 
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I I . The com pany 
 

1. SupremIoT's presence on the world wide web 
 

SupremIoT seems to be an organization that is present on several fronts. Indeed, using the 
checkusernames.com tool as well as search engines, and although some false positives come out, it 
appears that the organization is on Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin, Vimeo, Github and Telegram. 

 

 
 

A. The Website 
 

The organization has a website of high graphic visuals, and looks very recent.  

It should be noted that the organization registered the domain name on 30/01/2018 with the OVH 
hosting service. 

By browsing the site, our agents directly locate an organization chart that allows them to put several 
names and faces running the organization. 
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The site's footer also provides the address of the premises, the telephone number of the reception, 
the contact email address and a plethora of social networks such as Telegram, allowing employees to 
answer investors questions instantly. 

 

 

 

 

By means of a simple search, it appears that SupremIoT's premises are located in a business center 
located in Gibraltar (a geographical location known to be favorable to certain organizations working in 
the world of the blockchain. 
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With some additional research, it is easy to retrieve the reception number of the business center, 
contact them, and realize that no company named SupremIoT is located within these premises. 

 

 

B. Video presentation 
 

A video presenting the project is posted on the website, hosted by Vimeo and posted on May 23, 2018. 
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In addition to telling us the publication date, and that the team behind the project is very familiar with 
community management on New Information and Communication Technologies, we can notice that 
the word "#shitcoins" was used. 

This term is regularly used in the cryptoactive community to describe a project with dubious 
technology and durability, but allowing a high rate of return in the event of an investment. Suspicious. 

 

The content of the video tells us a lot about both the employees and the technical environment: 

 

 

1. The PC OS used to project video looks like a Windows XP 
2. The table contains numerous information 
3. Ian seems to be focused as much as possible on his work, but especially on his chess game and 

his empty agenda, on his Macintosh... 
4. Umberto in the middle of his work seems to have left interesting information on the means of 

telecommunication he owns as well as on his sports activities 
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1. The presentation pc seems to be waiting for a Java update to be installed 
2. Advei is in admiration before Vitalik Buterin (Founder of Ethereum), from whose hands a 

Lamborghini miraculously emanates. We can deduce his aspiration for profit. 
3. The SupremIoT team seems not to want to participate in the tax effort requested by our good 

government 
 

 

4. Agents with a 4K monitor or bionic eyes may see a git command memo appear 
5. https://bit.ly/SSrJ6j 
6. Umberto uses a Dell PC. This information can be useful in order to carry out vishing 
7. The developer seems to use the "man ls" command. What can be deduced from this? 
8.  The target has a Basic Fit gym membership card and a phone with a logo similar to that of 

Xiaomi 

http://www.spyingchallenge.com/
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1. Ian owns a Macintosh 
2. The premises are decorated with slogans that do not show an exceptional professional 

enthusiasm, from the Futurama series 
3. Ian seems to like "sapologie" 

 

 

1. Non-guaranteed profits may be a cause for concern for some investors 
2. Drafts are available in the premises. Some sensitive information can be found there and 

retrieved by our agents if a physical intrusion action into the target's premises is planned. 
3.  Connection information for a pre-production platform and a list of actions to do: 

a.  "Contact Mark Karpeles" (former head of a cryptocurrency trading platform that 
experienced a sudden disappearance of clients' assets). This task is indicated as 
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completed, one can imagine that SupremIoT wants to disappear with the finances of 
their investors 

b. "See the feasibility of assembly in Malta". This task indicates that SupremIoT is 
probably seeking to implement a continuous improvement of its tax evasion 
mechanisms 

c. "Respond to the NSA to use the SupremIoT network for computation/attacks"  
d. "Implementing backdoor on Android/iOS" 
e.  "Contact Tesla and Lamborghini about delivery dates" 
f.  "Getting into GDPR compliance...... LEWL" 
g. "See the contract for reselling the data to Emerdata" 

4. We can assume that Advei is wearing a watch that looks like a Daniel Wellington. May be 
useful for a phishing/vishing attack. 

 

  

C. Smart contract 
 

Agent Martin gives us the address of the SmartContract 
(https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contrat_intelligent) used for the SupremIoT ICO, which manages the 
SHIOT token : 

https://ropsten.etherscan.io/address/0x3e33c9a96b39a1484bff0de0a9cceb4e6e8a7426 

As a guarantee of transparency, the authors of the contract published its code. 

The following member variables are declared: 

 

The main constants of the contract are therefore: 

- Name of the token (_name): Suprem IOT Token 

- Symbol of the token (_symbol): SHIOT 

- Total token supply (_totalSupply): 2 millions 

- Number of decimals (_decimals): 18 

 

The following variables are initialized when the contract is created: 

- Contract owner (owner): 0xaEC197365EFAdfc671A3eca279b9cdFeb5B67DA5 

http://www.spyingchallenge.com/
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- Trusted third parties (trustedThirdParty): 0x3288d807dB0642Ac177F762fdaAD4b3dbeFdfc97 

The methods set out in the contract are as follows: 

function SupremIOTToken(address _trustedThirdParty) public 
function name() public pure returns (string) 
function symbol() public pure returns (string) 
function totalSupply() public pure returns (uint256) 
function decimals() public pure returns (uint8) 
function deposit() public payable 
function balanceOf(address tokenOwner) public view returns (uint balance) 
function transfer(address _to, uint _value) public 
function withdraw(uint amount) public onlyTrustedThirdParty 
function entangleQuanticCloudIOTData(uint IOTData) public 
function detangleQuanticCloudIOTData() public 
function modifyQuanticCloudIOTData(uint index, uint IOTData) public 
function killItWithFire() public onlyTrustedThirdParty 

Nothing unusual here, for a token according to the ERC20 standard. 

The functions entangleQuanticCloudIOTData, detangleQuanticCloudIOTData, 
modifyQuanticCloudIOTData and killItWithFire are specific to SupremIoT. 

Let's analyze what happened since the contract was created. 

First of all, we note that several addresses participated in the ICO, each having "invested" 1 ETH: 

- 0xf47184c95B9Cceae20aaE37C489C1694DBBD58C9 

- 0x333C2358bDF6b7d5C9a78aB902E52353f31F9bdd 

- 0x39699800d5635499f34B22c893177B1fA35D47bF 

- 0x72920E21A6ba67aF6200323d05BAcC0406dD6d05 

- 0xb56e6e05BfC831bB99FE66bec0A3d7008EEC984E 

- 0x6d86B93E3a9dCCF90A28961dD617428509372C15 

- 0xf4C857Ed0CA27e4B829CBa92a3Dd1Bb2450bbfea 

- 0xd09c5CA4885203d74a81251Aa279f38D1903dF41 

- 0xFE9DeaB67bAd15Dd084faA8df8ab29bc48dB68dD 

- 0xd75e16A25bFeA144363C766a9CC88A710E994d43 

- 0xd5c9C8c36ae9De6Da646C4587E6a861232d184b6 

- 0xF50Cd7F400d3698040DC07e1CdD4a057a32386e6 

- 0xdB07D516B79361AA38b8b95b09C880709C000095 

- 0xf793E5C5ba8787feBcC1c5CddCCF2c0aAE786f19 

- 0xfdC24fFAa8eBC4FD402C5a9d095F311E6330c01B 

- 0x6Af075883cE81a10914A80b6c2DEE189E96a98a9 
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- 0x01Ce252c4d64bf2c2BB679115169BBF8faF58A77 

 

Then, three suspicious transactions were carried out by address 
0xe3291e1ed1ed38a6c05dfb48bc974aaf0004dd67974 (referred as Haxor), which lead to the 
disappearance of the Ethers owned by the contract. 

How is this possible? According to the code, only the trusted third party was able to remove the Ethers. 

Let us look in detail at what happened in these transactions. 

The last transaction performed by Haxor is a call to the withdraw() function: 

https://ropsten.etherscan.io/tx/0x1ea257bf0e45b08c8a36f3d0edf358c713082f67f83e1de11d153c5b
bf4589ec 

 

Although the author is not the trusted third party, the transaction was successful and the 17 Ethers 
owned by the contract were transferred to Haxor's address. 

The onlyTrustedParty'modify' modifier is applied to the withdraw() function whose code below should 
have prevented this transaction from working: 

 

We deduce that at the time of the call, trustedThirdParty had the value of Haxor's address or this 
transaction would have failed. 

 

Let us look in detail at the other two transactions carried out by Haxor in order to understand how this 
could have happened. 

 

The first transaction 
(https://ropsten.etherscan.io/tx/0x8c373c0951889f370dc9560a02b6e7f5aa25d77b7af1a5f7a695b0c
5a05a9813) is a simple call to detangleQuanticCloudIOTData() which does not have any parameters. 

At first glance, there is nothing prodigious about wanting to unintroduce data particles from the 
Internet of things into the quantum cloud: 

 

The quantumBlockchainBigData[] array being empty, its initial size is therefore naturally 0. 
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However, the comparison using the operator ">=" means that this function will decrease the size of 
the table even though it is already at 0. 

The size of the table therefore increases to 
0xa0ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 

Nothing more for this transaction. 

 

The second transaction 
(https://ropsten.etherscan.io/tx/0x5055233b7886d217ee71786d173a688362eb15af7a76e47543cefa
d41eed6cf9) will help us to understand in more detail what happened. 

This is a call to modifyQuanticCloudIOTData(). This function allows you to modify the 
quantumBlockchainBigData[] array by placing the contents of IOTData in the "index" index. 

 

The following parameters are used during the call: 

- uint256 index = 0x09addddcec1d7ba6ad726df49aeea3e93fb0c1037d551236841a60c0c883f2c2 

- uint256 IOTData = 0x000000000000000000000000e3291e1ed38a6c05dfb48bc974aaf0004dd67974 

 

Well, well, well! We can see the address of Haxor 
(0xe3291e1ed38a6c05dfb48bc974aaf0004dd67974) in the parameter IOTData. 

 

We therefore understand here the reason for the previous call to detangleQuanticCloudIOTData(). The 
purpose of this was to result in a "soupassement de capacité d'entier" (hey there ANSSI) or integer 
underflow, thus providing access to a larger than expected index of the quantumBlockchainBigData 
table[]. 

 

The quantiticBlockchainBigData memory 
location[0x09adddddcec1d7ba6ad726df49aeeaea3e93fb0c1037d551236841a60c0c883f2c2] would 
be the trustedThirdParty variable? 

Let's see how we can calculate this one. 

The quantum tableBlockchainBigData is the 7th variable declared and is thus in slot 6. We calculate 
the sha3 imprint : 

>>>web3.sha3("0x000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
6", { encoding: 'hex' }) 
"0xf652222313e28459528d920b65115c16c04f3efc82aaedc97be59f3f377c0d3f" 

http://www.spyingchallenge.com/
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The trustedThirdParty variable is the 2nd variable, so located in slot 1. 

>>> hex(2**256 - 0xf652222313e28459528d920b65115c16c04f3efc82aaedc97be59f3f377c0d3f + 
1) 
'0x9addddcec1d7ba6ad726df49aeea3e93fb0c1037d551236841a60c0c883f2c2' 

 

Here we find the location of the trustedThirdParty variable in relation to the quantum 
arrayBlockchainBigData. 

We see later that another agent (0xAd3692c2Ba9bDECfdcc663FBdb7a942427D71dBB) interacted with 
the contract and successfully exploited it to "commit suicide" in the next transaction with the 
killItWithFire() call: 

https://ropsten.etherscan.io/tx/0x81559bc0caaf2a9a88b02fc47ebbaa4898c617a4b2a8b8ac68fe580
1f9fed8e8 

The Ethers, on the other hand, are lost. 

This vulnerability was exposed by Doug Hoyte in his submission to the Underhanded Solidity Coding 
Contest and won 4th place with honourable mention: 

https://medium.com/@weka/announcing-the-winners-of-the-first-underhanded-solidity-coding-
contest-282563a87079  

 

We strongly recommend that you consult all the submissions for this competition, which are also very 
interesting and are available on the following deposit: 

https://github.com/Arachnid/uscc/ 
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I I I . Em ployees 
 

Although the site gives us the names and functions of 4 collaborators, a search on the LinkedIn 
professional social network shows us other collaborators are working at SupremIoT. 

 

 

 

Pascal Kwitten, a SupremIoT employee, does not normally have a LinkedIn account! The central may 
have noticed that a team created this fake profile in order to confuse some competitors. 

Of course, the professional profiles of employees are interesting, but personal profiles (Twitter, 
Facebook...) are even more so to get to know our targets. 

It is relatively easy to find a list of contributors by looking, for example, at SupremIoT's Twitter 
subscribers or by checking who liked the publications on the company's page. 
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1. Advei TRETIAKOV 
 

The big boss of SupremIoT seems very little active on Linkedin, where we do not learn much from him 
except for his last training at the Pierre and Marie Curie University and the fact that he follows the 
activities of the Franco-Russian Chamber of Commerce and Industry. 

On the other hand, if the agents had connected with this person, they could have retrieved his email 
address and telephone number. 

 

 

 

He revealed a little more on Twitter by answering colleagues about the little pleasures of life: 
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On the other hand, it is on Facebook that the scoundrel really reveals himself.  

Although he uses a pseudonym, we notice that he likes a publication about SupremIoT. We 
immediately recognize his face! 
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Thinking he can't be found with his pseudonym, the rascal allows himself to look for easy women who 
accept cryptocurrencies and don't hesitate to leave his professional email visible. 

 

 

 

 

 

His pronounced taste for women can easily be seen on his profile, particularly by the fact that a large 
proportion of his friends are of the same sex, or that the videos and pages he likes raise doubts about 
the seriousness of his involvement in the sacred bonds of marriage. 
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Nevertheless, Advei remains a person close to his Russian homeland and seems to have significant 
financial resources. 

This excerpt from the pages Advei likes allows us to guess his bank as well as the club where he 
practices some of his sports activities. 
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It is also possible to approach him according to his musical tastes or during events in which he has 
indicated that he has participated. 
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This information can once again be used for vishing, spear-phishing or to set up quality spying. 

Finally, the cover photo behind the wheel of a car reveals his taste for the MG MGB Tourer 1.8 Cabriolet 
96hp. 
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2. Ian KUDRYASHOV 
 

Ian seems to be a person who cares about his image as we noticed in the company's presentation 
video. Indeed, he is one of the few to follow "sapologie" and wear a shirt made of real fabric. 

His LinkedIn profile doesn't tell us much, apart from his email address and previous experience at IBM 
in Russia. 

On the other hand, it is possible to find your Twitter account under a pseudonym by looking at the 
followers of the SupremIoT account. 

Now we discover Ian, or rather "@I4nKu". His last tweet is very promising, as is the typology of profiles 
he follows. 
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Ian is also used to sharing his adventures, his travels... 
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On June 17, Ian visits a bar to spend his Bitcoins. 

Upon careful analysis of the photo, we notice a smoking ban sign written in French. 

We also know that Advei lives in Paris. There is a good chance that this scoundrel Ian also lives in the 
city. 

A cross-referenced search between Coinmap (with the right filters) and Google Street View allow us to 
conclude that the individual is at the "Sof's Bar" in Paris. 
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His Facebook profile with a nickname is easily found by studying Advei's friends in more detail. 

 

 

 

At first glance, the individual seems to be managing the privacy of his Facebook posts well. 

On the other hand, the result is quite different with some Facebook Graph Search requests. 
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Pages and photos loved by Ian (This little rascal likes pictures of a famous Parisian strip club). 
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3. Umberto FERREIRA 
 

Umberto appears on the company's website as the lead developer. 

By browsing his LinkedIn profile after contacting him, agents obtain the following information: 
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We notice in particular that Umberto seems young enough in the telematics industry to be the chief 
developer of SupremIoT, he who has seen a conversion from construction to IT.  

His twitter shows us a passion for CR7 (Cristiano Ronaldo), as well as for the world of football in 
general. 

 

 

 

The accounts he follows confirm Portuguese origins, a passion for crypto-actives as well as video 
games. 

His Facebook profile is also full of photos of Cristiano Ronaldo and publicly indicates that he lives in 
Saint-Cloud. 

A few requests allow us to guess that Umberto is nostalgic for his country. 
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Certainly, Mr. Ferreira has a passion for Portugal and football, but his interests do not seem to stop 
here, since this strange energetic person does not even try to hide his drug use (sending public 
messages, "likes" on explicit photos). 
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Finally, a quick look at the past and future events in which Umberto is involved allows us to question 
his skills in terms of drafting smart contracts. 
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4. Benoît ROCHAT 
 

If you're looking for a definition of a crook, don't go any further, here it is. 

Benoît has everything to please: a nice face, a curriculum at HEC Lausanne, a previous prestigious 
position at a luxury hotel in Las Vegas, a very rich circle of LinkedIn relationships, which makes him an 
influential figure on the industry.... 

A connection with his profile made it possible to retrieve a profusion of ways to contact him. 
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But after some further research, all of this is not very good. 

Obviously, his former position at Bitconect, an organization known to have been a Ponzi scheme, is a 
bad omen. 

But I might as well tell you that this is nothing compared to his Twitter profile and subscriptions. This 
quote is the "pompom on the Garonne!" 

It is easy to guess that Mr. Rochat is a swindler of Swiss nationality. 

 

 

 

 

Benoît, by virtue of his duties, travels extensively, as he indicates in his tweets. But he also seems to 
make a great mockery of us. 
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Indeed, this one indicates leaving Russia to return to Switzerland, and has no shame in reusing the 
same photo as a previous tweet, while leaving the geolocation activated, geolocation that positions 

him in a bar in St. Petersburg.
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We can also assume that our Swiss target is a history fanatic, and more particularly of the Second 
World War with this reference to Jacques Fontaine.  

 

 

 

Although we already have a wealth of information about our target, a Facebook profile would not be 
too much. A simple search on Facebook makes it relatively easy to distinguish the profile of the target, 
despite the homonyms. 
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On Facebook, there is generally very little information about Benoît. 

On the other hand, the liked pages allow you to learn some useful information. 
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5. Katrien HUISMAN 
 

Katrien is a person not listed on the site, but listed as an employee on LinkedIn, in the position of 
communication intern. 

A connection via this social network allows you to retrieve your email address in the contact details. 

 

 

On the other hand, the experience of this employee within "Be Fit and Strong" is striking. 

Indeed, our dear friend has created a brand with her reputation as "InstaGirl", a sports influence 
woman... 

In particular, Instagram has many publications showing her playing sports, preparing "healthy" meals, 
etc. 
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The different "stories" allow us to learn that she regularly works in France, is probably from Eindhoven, 
pays extreme attention to what she eats and perhaps has a connected bracelet. 

But we also see that SupremIoT is a sponsor of the "Nuit du Hack". This can be distinguished by the 
published "story" that features a Dell computer screen, an Adobe Acrobat Reader PDF reader, VLC 
software and Antidote spelling correction software. 

We can assume that Katrien is a narcissistic person, wishing at all costs to have a toned and muscular 
body. 

  

 

6. Pascal KWISQUATER 
 

 

Looking at the SupremIoT subscriber accounts, we find the account of a person presenting himself as 
SupremIoT's cryptographic consultant. 
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Pascal also has a personal website allowing him to present his work by exploiting all the potentialities 
of HTML 5. 

This site allows you to retrieve a lot of information, including clues about the encrypted message 
previously published on Twitter. The encryption technique was later published. 
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An access to the site/data/data/data.json document allows you to retrieve the following information: 

 

 

 

In the robot.txt, the "disallow" on a folder allows to find a "To-do list" where we learn that this 
mysterious character lives with his mother and uses Keepass. 

We also learn, by browsing his site, that he likes smoothies with avocado. Critical information. 

A photo library allows to realize that Pascal is a fan of the circle game, uses Tinder as well as What's 
app, but that on the other hand he doesn't master the metadata... 
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Moreover, further research reveals another aspect of Pascal. 
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As for the LinkedIn profile, it turns out that it is a fake one created by a team of agents in order to 
destabilize and confuse the other teams, as mentioned above. 

Pascal therefore did not have a LinkedIn profile. 
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7. Mei-Shi LIANHUA 
 

Mei Shi is easily identifiable via LinkedIn, on which its route can be easily traced. She studied business 
studies in France, in Montpellier, and completed her last two years of studies in Shanghai. She stayed 
in China to work at the French Embassy, the ideal place to make high-placed contacts. She then 
returned 3 years later to France and used her Chinese contacts on behalf of SupremIoT. Everything 
seems normal.... 

Her contact details are available on LinkedIn, giving us her date of birth, 12th of December, and her 
email address: meishi.lianhua163@gmail.com. 

Her interests show her as a Chinese nationalist. In particular, she supports the Chinese People's 
Liberation Army.... 

 

 

 

Mei Shi's Facebook profile is easily identifiable despite her fake name (Chimay Lnh): she is friends with 
some SupremIoT members and the avatar of her profile is the image of a Black Lotus, the emblematic 
card of the game Magic the Gathering. 

 

 

We find her professional background exposed in a more personal way. 

A picture for the sale of her Raspberry (with a Chinese OS) gives us the Twitter link to what seems to 
be her account in all likelihood in view of the avatar. 
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After a picture of Northern Lights, we learn that she is on vacation in Shanghai to see her family, and 
she complains about the bad weather by posting a picture:  
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Finally, a photo of her BSOD gives us the following information: 

- Mei Shi has a little girl in daycare: Chell  

- An email address ms.lianhua@hotmail.com  

(- And the famous number of Mr. HENRI who actually did not participate in the mission: D) 

 

 

 

We now have access to his Twitter. Its subscriptions are targeted specifically at Chinese media, well-
known antivirus vendors and government agencies. Strange. 

As we go up the thread, we discover a "word-diesis" that comes back often, associated with obscure 
messages: #61398. This is similar to dispatches giving information about operations with coded names. 
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We find again the photo of the building posted on Facebook about his holidays in Shanghai... But this 
time, his comment "A daywork like any other... "suggests that she's at work?! 

 

 

 

Let's take an interest in this image. By searching the Internet, we realize that this building is the 
headquarters of the 61398 unit, the Chinese cyber army.... Doesn't this figure remind you of anything? 
☺ 
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We therefore have a strong suspicion that Mei Shi is leading a double life and work in reality for the 
APT1 hacker group. 

Moreover, some tweets seem to locate her in Korea for a few days... These places seem to correspond 
to a hotel close to strategic political establishments in Pyongyang... Is Mei Shi on a political trip?  

 

 

 

She will return to China on June 23rd, where her tweet locates her at Pyongyang Airport. She will write 
on Advei's Facebook wall to announce her return to France on the 26th, giving an indication of her 
flight (only one team of agents found the flight number!). 

To retrieve this information, all you had to do was be a friend on Facebook with Advei (not so difficult 
to make an attractive profile for him...) and search for flights from Shanghai to Paris. 
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Thanks to the photo posted on Mei Shi's Facebook, we get an email address. From this address, search 
engines refer us to database leak Pastebin links on which it is referenced with a password... 

It is then possible to access an Outlook account... (unfortunately, despite the instructions, the 
inevitable happened and some teams had fun deleting messages: fortunately Mei Shi was watching...). 
It was also possible to obtain the "pst" of the mailbox. 

We then notice exchanges with several correspondents, including a certain "U.G." who came back 
regularly (if you read the Mandient report, it must have been Ugly Gorilla: p). 

These exchanges dispel doubts that Mei Shi works for cybercriminal entities, most likely APT1. We 
learn that some operations have taken place and others are to come. Payloads are most likely 
exchanged via another channel (the "packages" it seems to refer to) in some emails. When searching 
for the names of operations, it is easy to see that they are usually massive attacks via state malware 
(attribution!). 
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It is also through her Outlook account that we can find Ian Kudryashov's email address, in an email 
from her that she will send to her APT1 teammates. She told them that the SupremIOT team will soon 
release a revolutionary algorithm and that it is beginning to gain the trust of its team. 

A few days before June 30, she will forward an email from Ian, asking her to make an appointment 
with her favorite masseuse, who is none other than an APT1 member infiltrated to extract information 
during her "relaxing" moments with Ian.  
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IV. Approach m ethods 
 

After collecting all this information, it was possible to establish an almost complete psychological 
profile for each target, and methods of approach and/or collection of personalized information. 

We will not detail here the best attacks carried out by our agents, who will surely be part of a DLC. In 
addition, the scenarios described below are only suggestions; you can, of course, let your imagination 
run wild. There are many possible approaches! 

Attacks can be carried out by vishing, phishing, Telegram, LinkedIn,..... 

It is recommended to use methods such as MICE or SANSOUCIS, for greater efficiency. 

 

1. Advei 
 
One day, women will be his ruin... But for the time being, the central does not have the necessary 
means to carry out a LOVEINT or honey trap action. On the other hand, it is possible to approach him 
through its pronounced taste for spirits, music or its love of the country, which are as much a way of 
gathering information or having him carry out actions. 
 

2. Ian 
 

Although Ian also likes women, he is not, until proven otherwise, married. On the other hand, after 
having read about the places of pleasure he frequents, we can very well imagine an IRL approach by 
chance by talking about subjects that may interest him such as mangas, anime, chess ... 

Of course, a thought about a computer attack can be interesting in case of 0-day revelations on his 
Mac. 

 

3. Umberto 
 

Umberto doesn't seem very comfortable in the field of development and cryptocurrencies, as we have 
seen with the memos we see in the organization's presentation video, but also thanks to the event 
allowing him to teach a developed intelligent contract in just four hours. His recent conversion of the 
construction world is in line with this hypothesis. 

An invitation to an event where Ricard and football are present can be a guarantee of success to 
approach it. An event organized around the Portuguese community can also be interesting, knowing 
the nostalgia he has for its country. 

Finally, usurping the identity of the gym he frequents to offer him additional services can be a good 
way to gather information. 
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4. Benoît 
 

Scamming the scammer. What can we offer him, apart from promising him an exclusive partnership 
with the world's greatest? 

It should be noted, however, that phishing attacks usurping his bank or his preferred exchange 
platform can be effective for a sales representative, if he does not know too much about IT and has 
the easy click. 

Let's not forget the fact that Benoît seems to be a mythomaniac (cf. the use of the 2 aircraft photos, 
the geolocation errors...) and wants to put himself forward by regularly tweeting about his work while 
his collaborators do not reveal their working days so much.  

Maybe he talks easily about things he should keep secret in order to make himself interesting, 
especially to women (remember that our target follows the Facebook page of Meetic Switzerland.) 
This is a possibility to study in more detail. 

 

5. Katrien 
 

Hey, go ahead, I do squats, I eat quinoa, I publish stories all the time,... 

Katrien is considered to be the millennial social network addict and proud of her appearance. This 
probably hides a lack of self-confidence. 

An approach via the Instagram social network seems the easiest if you have a lot of followers and you 
are handsome. 

On the other hand, an approach via LinkedIn does not seem uninteresting either if one shows interest 
in it and its brand. It should also be remembered that she is an intern at SupremIoT and that her lack 
of experience can lead her to inadvertently reveal the organization's secrets. 

 

6. Pascal 
 

Pascal has all the characteristics of a nice guy. Unfortunately, he also has the profile of an opportunist 
who does not know much about cryptography, but is willing and passionate about his job. 

On the other hand, being a little clumsy, his posting of an ad with the same nickname as his Twitter 
account can turn against him. Indeed, we do not know if Pascal's mother, although sharing her home, 
knows her son's sexual preferences. 

If you want to take a less aggressive approach, there is nothing to stop you from sending an exclusive 
invitation 

 and any fees paid to visit an avocado smoothies manufacturing company. 
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7. Mei-Shi 
 

What can we say about this profile, so complex and dangerous is it? 

To attack this type of person, it is more than recommended to use all the technical means at your 
disposal to guarantee your anonymity and not to hurt the target, unless you want to be in the line of 
fire of certain government agencies with proven methods. 

Discretion is required. To do this, you can respond to the Raspberry Pi sales proposal, talk about the 
Magic card game or even talk about your desire to complete the same curriculum as Mei-Shi while 
having an appetite for China. 

If, however, you feel like playing with fire, there is nothing to stop you from trying to destabilize the 
target by talking about her daughter or her activities within the state services.  
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V. Track ing and interaction  
 

As noted during the OSINT phase, SupremIoT was present at the Nuit du Hack XVI as a sponsor and 
therefore had a stand. 

 

 

 

On this stand, all SupremIoT employees took turns. 
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This tracking and contact phase made it possible to obtain additional information on individuals and 
their personalities, to retrieve documents that had been accidentally left unattended: 
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List of inverstors     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tutorial owned by Umberto 

 

Lamborghini bill 
 

Benoît's Travel Guide to the British Virgin Islands 
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Newsletter subscribers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Listing of parliamentarians to carry out lobbying actions 

 

 

Memo belonging to Pascal 

 

Tattoo of a lotus on the forearm to 

identify who Mei-Shi is 
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It was also necessary to test his pickpocketing skills in order to steal a Bitcoin paper wallet protruding 
from Advei's pockets as he walked. 

 

 

 

It should be noted that some agents collected SupremIoT business cards from the stand. 

 

 

It should be noted that these cards were not produced by the SupremIoT teams. Another attempt at 
destabilization, probably carried out by a powerful foreign state. These cards led to a false clue, Zataz 
having nothing to do with it. 

 

But the main purpose of the mission was to follow the Advei and Benoît targets. 
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1. Benoît's tracking 
 

Benoît's surveillance was mainly used to notice that he used a dead letterbox. 

In fact, after a long journey (probably to try to lose potential pursuers), he stops and writes on a piece 
of paper that he throws in the garbage. The message on the card states that he managed to 
misappropriate the money and that it is in a safe. 

 

 

We have proof right here that Benoît fooled the entire SupremIoT team. 

After this surveillance, Benoît found himself alone, which was the ideal time to talk to him in order to 
record a confession of the misappropriation of money in order to initiate legal proceedings against him 
later. 
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Benoît spilling the beans 

 

 

2. Advei's tracking 
 

The central knows that Advei must meet a person laundering his crypto active in euros, and more if 
affinities.... 

A surveillance of the CEO shows that he meets a Russian man with a briefcase handcuffed to his wrist. 
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Completion of the transaction 

 

As soon as the launderer left, the agents had to meet Advei in order to convince him by all means 
(except violence) to give them a sum of money to reimburse the unfortunate customers. 

 

 

Attachment containing Bitcoin wallets, €500 bills and cocaine bags.  
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VI .  The Mei-Shi case 
 

While almost all the guests at the event are busy, some services are on the warpath. 

The Chinese secret service agent Mei-Shi, who sells her Raspberry Pi with the KylinOS operating 
system, is of great interest to the headquarters, but not only that.... 

Indeed, Mei-Shi bosses required her to return the computer to an agent of their services present on 
site. The teams' objective is to recover the electronic device at all costs. 

 

 

 

Only one person on the team will be allowed to meet with Mei-Shi in order to impersonate the 
legitimate agent who is to pick up the package. The rest of the team will look after the safety of the 
recuperator and help at the tracking to see where Mei-Shi is waiting for her appointment. 
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The target waiting for her appointment    Exchange in progress 

 

Once the exchange was completed, Mei-Shi left, but the agent was intercepted by French 
counterintelligence. They would like to know more about the Raspberry Pi, but especially about the 
person who recovered this device. 

The agent is taken to a separate room and is handcuffed while waiting for French agents to come and 
question him. He has a metal bar from a wiper blade and a hairpin at his side so that he can free himself 
before someone enters the room where he is locked up. 
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The room is protected by RFID access. The other agents of the team whose unfortunate teammate 
has been intercepted are responsible for stopping the guards in front of the door or during their 
departures in order to copy from their pockets the badge that will allow them to reach their 
unfortunate colleague. 
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Agent paying a French counterintelligence official for a beer to discreetly copy the RFID badge in his 
pocket 
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Once gathered in the room, the team's objective, within a given time frame, is to: 
⦁ Login to a Bitcoin miner and change the Bitcoin reception address; 
⦁ Hook a box containing the safe and documents inside; 
⦁ Hook the briefcase to get all the money, Bitcoin wallets and cocaine; 
⦁ Dumpster diving; 
⦁ Minimize a part of the Bitcoin block by hand. 
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And that's how the mission ends! 
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VII . And to conclude... 
 

 

 

 

Although the CEO leaves empty-handed, some SupremIoT employees continue to enjoy some of the 
profits scammed from the countless investors, on social networks and on the stand table. 
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VIII . Thank s to 
 

 

All the actors and contributors to the challenge 

The participants 

“A Very Secret Service” for the inspiration 
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